
TIPPER 2515C TEMA Single Axle Trailer
GVW 1500kg 

  

Product price:  

2,989.28 €  
      

  

Product short description:  

Internal dimension (cm): 250 x 153 x 30

Capacity: 1062 kg

DMC Min: 800 kg

DMC Max: 1500 kg

  

Product description:  

Transport car trailers with hydraulic jack TIPPER 2615S are designed to transport
many types of loads. Designed in options: platform, with steel sides or with aluminum



sides. Every trailers have wheels under loading area, every sides are disassembly
what let easy to load, for example forklift. Optional: winch and ramps. 

Transport car trailers with hydraulic jack TIPPER 2615S are designed to makes
unloading maximum easier. Telescopic set PENTA manufactured, through of that the
trailer cold be lifted and it gives high productive and problem-free use. The trailer is
characterised by high gross vehicle weight amounting 800-1500 kg. The dimensions
of loading area are 2670x1500x300mm, what makes easier to carrying a big loads.
The area is made from galvanized steel 2.5mm thickness, which is resistant to
corrosion. Wheels 195/55 R10C give a stable journey through low center of gravity.
Every sides could be opening or disconnecting. This is very comfortable because of
they production from light and solid aluminum. Jockey wheel additionally makes
easier to move trailer or connect to the car. 

Standard equipment 

Single Axle 1500kg

Independent suspension, springed on torsion bar

Shaft V-Type, hot dip galvanized

Suspension system: tandem AL-KO

Wheels 195/55 R10C



Wheel under the floor

Jockey wheel

Frame: Construction steel with increased durability, welded

Lower frame: Made from plate, thickness 4mm

Loading area: galvanized steel, thickness 2,5mm 

Trailer: tipping, hydraulically raised with telescopic set PENTA

Sides: Aluminum sides, everyone is opening and could be disconnected 

Guarantee: 12 months with possibility to make it longer

Additional equipment: 

Mesh sides, welded. Set

 

Information:
Added specification on the website came from producers and distributors pages,
despite the effort while we add them, they could have some mistakes. Descriptions



and photos are not basis for claims from our company. If you found some mistakes in
our description, please let us know to e-mail address sklep@mazzo.pl
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